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My dearest Effie: 
     I don’t think I have told you about the dose of faculty meetings we have been having 
lately.  They are a necessary evil I suppose but they are a dreadful grind.  For about three weeks 
now we have met every other day for over two hours to design & arrange the catalogue for 
next year and the thing that causes the most trouble is to find some way to adjust the hours & 
the studies so that the students will be all accommodated best or what amounts to the same 
thing so that all the different departments will fit together properly.  And we don’t seem to 
have begun it yet.  Each man wants his department run best and wont budge or give in an inch 
if he can help it & so they peer crossways & tear open but do not build up & so it goes on at 
cross purposes day after day.  This takes two solid hours three times a week & breaks into my 
time pretty considerably but of course it has got to be done.  I suppose that we got along as fast 
as possible but we seem to go so slowly.  We take up one subject & find it conflicts here & this 
man wont give up his hour & so the two fight over it & the whole crowd take sides and half an 
hour will pass in what seems wholly aimless discussion.  Dr. Smart does all he can to keep us to 
the point but he can’t do it and things are bound to wander way off.   I was asked to make out 
the questions for the state teachers exam in physiol[ogy] and zoology & did so. [Here he glued 
in an excerpt from the exam.] 
 
                                                                Physiology 
     11 A.M. 

1. Define Physiology, Function, Anatomy, Organ Tissue                                                     10. 
2. Describe the retina of the eye.                                                                                            10. 
3. What is the structure of the blood?  How is the aeration of the blood effected? 
    Why is aeration necessary?                                                                                           4, 3, 3. 
4. What is the structure of the liver?  What is the function of the liver?                       5, 5. 
5. What is secretion?  What are the organs of secretion called?                                    6, 4. 
6.  Describe the digestion of proteids.                                                                                    10. 
7.  What is meant by reflex action?   Give an illustration?                                               7, 3. 
8. Describe the sympathetic nervous system.                                                                      10. 
9. Describe one of the skeletal muscles.  Show how it functions.                                   6, 4. 

    10. What is the cerebrum.  What is its function?                                                                 5, 5. 
 
There they are _  I said I would mark the papers if they would pay me for it so the other day 59 
papers came in to be read & corrected marked.  I had a severe time for elementary as the 
questions are they stuck those teachers dreadfully.  75% was the highest mark given in any 
paper & I found only eleven out of the 59 that stood above 70[,] the passing grade _ one was 
19%.  This license means that the applicant can teach any where in the state without a special 
license and need never pass further exams_  I shouldn’t think they would have the cheek to 
make such an application on such a knowledge as those papers showed.  I was amused at some 
of the answers.  They were so utterly absurd & worse they showed that the person never 
thought an instant what he or she was writing about.  It took me just seven hours to go thro 
them.  This morning I got one that had been delayed & read it & it was such an improvement 



upon the others I marked it 88 & several of the answers I marked 10 which means perfect & the 
answer was complete.  Not full in detail but the whole matter has been stated in a clear & 
concise fashion that showed that the person was one of those rare minds who can take a thing 
& look at it & then tell it to some one else clearly.  I found out afterward that one of the men I 
marked below 70 is county superintendent out in an adjacent county and that he is a graduate 
of the state university at Bloomington & a student in Zoology of Professor Jordon who is one of 
the best known Zoologists anywhere about here & a man who was last year offered the 
position of assistant curator of fishes at the British Museum.  I presume I shall have another big 
batch of papers to go through soon for they will turn over to me the papers in zoology & the 
answers to those questions will I presume be more amazing than even those upon the 
physiol[ogy].  After first writing the questions I had to go through them and take out about all 
the hard spots.  They wouldnt have done anything at all with my first paper.  I don’t wonder 
that they dont know much about natural science considering the manner in which it is taught 
but they have got to understand the principles of a subject that they are licensed in perpetuo to 
teach before I will agree to passing them.  I have had some pretty [ill.] exams & I don’t mean to 
let men thro easy I tell you. 
       I wrote you how balmy and summery it was_  All that has changed & the thermometer 
has fallen below zero again & we have had lots of snow during the last few days squalls.  
However the snow dont stay on for the sun comes out & it evaporates without melting part of 
the time.  You never mentioned the temperature table I sent you.  Did you receive it.  Chinese 
Gordon came all right.  Thank-you.  I have begun it but don’t get much time for reading __ I 
have been reading the text of Die Walküre but wont tell you what I think of it yet.  Perhaps not 
at all for I think I ought to have more than can be gotten out of reading the thing before I write 
to you about it who have seen the play_  I find myself criticizing the love of Sieg[mund] for 
Sieg[linde] __ & dont yet see the justification for this from an art standpoint & if it is immoral as 
it seems thus far to me it is fatal as an art work for I cant separate morally and artistic beauty or 
I would say that no amount of artistic beauty can justify a piece that is immoral in any realm of 
art.  This is contradicted by Wilde[,] Swinburne[,] Rossetti & others who hold that morals & art 
are wholly separate & that we isolate our artistic sense & can enjoy a beautiful poem regardless 
of its moral teaching.  I cant do it.  The moral significance of any art work is bound to move me 
in my enjoyment of it as a work of art & if this teaching is bad I can’t approve the work_  It is so 
of pictures or of poems or of plays.  I cannot enjoy Swinburne in spite of great poetical talent & 
I cant enjoy Wilde or couldn’t if he had written any things that could be called poems __ But I 
am not going back on Wagner for I haven’t yet read Die Walküre but only indicating some of 
the grounds of criticism I expect I shall make.  I havent received the Watts Catalogue.  Did you 
send it?  I expect is has been lost for it was on Sunday you promised to send it__  I hope they 
wont take down those pictures before I get home_  I must close now with deepest love 
       Your own Harry 
 
 


